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Men Out Of Uniform: Three Novellas Of
Erotic Surrender
“Off Base combines a sexy romance with an emotionally
dramatic story and is a great start to the Out of Uniform
series.”—All About Romance After trading the barracks
for a fixer-upper rental, navy SEAL Zack Nelson wants
peace, not a roommate—especially not Pike, who sees
things about Zack he most wants to hide. Pike’s flirting
puts virgin Zack on edge. And the questions Pike’s
arrival would spark from Zack’s teammates about his
own sexuality? Nope. Not going there. But Zack can’t
refuse. Pike Reynolds knows there won’t be a warm
welcome in his new home. What can he say? He’s an
acquired taste. But he needs this chance to get his life
together. Also, teasing the uptight SEAL will be hella fun.
Still, Pike has to tread carefully; he’s had his fill of
tourists in the past, and he can’t risk his heart on
another, not even one as hot, as built—and, okay, yeah, as
adorable—as Zack. Living with Pike crumbles Zack’s
restraint and fuels his curiosity. He discovers how well
they fit together in bed…in the shower…in the hallway…
He needs Pike more than he could have imagined, yet he
doesn’t know how to be the man Pike deserves. Don’t
miss the Out of Uniform series by Annabeth Albert!
Order your copy of At Attention, On Point, Wheels Up,
Squared Away, Tight Quarters and Rough Terrain today!
This book is approximately 73,000 words One-click with
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confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance
Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
I don't believe in love at first sight.Why would I? I'm a
doctor.I base most of the decisions I make on clear
scientifically proven facts.And I'm smart.Too smart to fall
for the drop-dead-gorgeous Sweetheart that just happens
to be in a bar I walk into.But then tachycardia kicks in.My
palms get all sweaty.I'm frozen to the very spot where I
am standing.Shit, what's wrong with me?Is it a heart
attack?My lungs working properly?Because I'm not the
sort of man who falls for pretty faces.Not anymore.So why
is she looking at me like she feels it too? Dive into Book 3
of the Man in Uniform Series. The story of Doctor Steven
Russo--he's given up on love--and Mattie Goldwater--she
never will, and see what obstacles they face as they find
their happily ever after. Then read the other books in the
series. Book 1, Pikeman is about a hot fireman with a
secret and Book 2, His To Protect will have you drooling
over the hot Irish policeman. All books are standalones
with HEAs.
A provocative history of men who were worshipped as
gods that illuminates the connection between power and
religion and the role of divinity in a secular age Ever since
1492, when Christopher Columbus made landfall in the
New World and was hailed as a heavenly being, the
accidental god has haunted the modern age. From Haile
Selassie, acclaimed as the Living God in Jamaica, to
Britain’s Prince Philip, who became the unlikely center
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of a new religion on a South Pacific island, men made
divine—always men—have appeared on every continent.
And because these deifications always emerge at moments
of turbulence—civil wars, imperial conquest,
revolutions—they have much to teach us. In a revelatory
history spanning five centuries, a cast of surprising deities
helps to shed light on the thorny questions of how our
modern concept of “religion” was invented; why
religion and politics are perpetually entangled in our
supposedly secular age; and how the power to call
someone divine has been used and abused by both
oppressors and the oppressed. From nationalist uprisings
in India to Nigerien spirit possession cults, Anna Della
Subin explores how deification has been a means of
defiance for colonized peoples. Conversely, we see how
Columbus, Cortés, and other white explorers amplified
stories of their godhood to justify their dominion over
native peoples, setting into motion the currents of racism
and exclusion that have plagued the New World ever
since they touched its shores. At once deeply learned and
delightfully antic, Accidental Gods offers an unusual
keyhole through which to observe the creation of our
modern world. It is that rare thing: a lyrical, entertaining
work of ideas, one that marks the debut of a remarkable
literary career.
A Shadow Stalkers novella from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Crossfire series. Layla Creed and
Deputy US Marshal Brian Simmons have a history that is
as hot and heartbreaking as it is unforgettable. Now their
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paths have crossed once again. This time things are twice
as hot. Layla—a protected witness—has been persuaded
to come out of hiding and testify in a sensational murder
trial. But as far as Brian’s concerned, there’s an even
more pressing problem. Once Layla testifies she’ll get
sucked back into the Witness Protection Program. A new
identity, a new location, a new occupation—and a new
inspector to check up on her. In other words, out of his life
forever. There is one more option—take Layla and go on
the run. Rekindling what they once had should be easy.
But a stranger in their shadow has plans of his own,
forcing Brian and Layla to risk everything in the name of
love. Includes an excerpt of On Fire, another Shadow
Stalkers novella. Taking the Heat previously appeared in
Men Out of Uniform
Special D for Three [Men Out of Uniform 3]
Dietary Reference Intakes for Vitamin A, Vitamin K,
Arsenic, Boron, Chromium, Copper, Iodine, Iron,
Manganese, Molybdenum, Nickel, Silicon, Vanadium,
and Zinc
Three Novellas of Erotic Surrender
Feeling Hot
A Novel
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a
story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier,
and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl
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living outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager
existence for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can t resist‒books. With the help of her
accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares
her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as
well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In
superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, awardwinning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of
our time. The kind of book that can be life-changing.
̶The New York Times Deserves a place on the same shelf
with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank. ̶USA
Today DON T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK S
FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
The fourth book in the Out of Uniform series by New York
Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy.
One of the preeminent novels by French writer Alexandre
Dumas, this swashbuckling tale follows a group of honorable
17th-century swordsmen who must contend with powerful
adversaries scheming against the queen. Determined to join
the royal guard, young d'Artagnan leaves his country home
and travels to Paris, where he unintentionally angers Aramis,
Athos, and Porthos, the esteemed Three Musketeers.
Eventually winning the trust and admiration of the
formidable trio of fighters, d'Artagnan joins them in their
quest to thwart the plans of the sinister Cardinal Richelieu.
Aside from dealing with the occasional wayward donkey or
lawn-mowing dispute, being a policeman in Higbee, Maine
had never been very exciting. Still, Simon was content with
his simple life, close to his family and the good people he
wanted to protect. His sister could tease him about his
humdrum ways, but Simon felt his life was pretty much
where it should be. That is, until the skies chose his small
town as the scene for the most extraordinary show of
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northern lights in the country for decades. It brought
hundreds of tourists and parking infractions to Higbee. But
most of all, it brought Elijah. Blazing beams of light, the
deafening rumble of a gigantic machine... Elijah was suretwenty years ago, he had witnessed the abduction of his
parents by a UFO, and it had happened here, in this town lost
in the middle of the pines. Others may call him crazy, that
great bully of a policeman with the impossibly sexy eyes may
intimidate him all he wanted, but Elijah wouldn't let anything
get in his way of solving the mystery of a lifetime. Subzero
temperatures and sizzling, reluctant attraction brings these
two together as Simon, the ever clear-headed and
responsible officer, gets sucked into outlandish fantasies. Full
of aliens and intergalactic adventures, Elijah's world is more
thrilling than anything he has ever known, but as he weasels
his way into his heart, Simon fears he may lose him in his
starry-eyed dreams of outer space forever.
Essential Tools for Working with Data
Doctor Steamy
Men in Uniform
Python Data Science Handbook
The Three Musketeers

This volume is the newest release in the authoritative
series issued by the National Academy of Sciences on
dietary reference intakes (DRIs). This series provides
recommended intakes, such as Recommended Dietary
Allowances (RDAs), for use in planning nutritionally
adequate diets for individuals based on age and gender.
In addition, a new reference intake, the Tolerable Upper
Intake Level (UL), has also been established to assist an
individual in knowing how much is "too much" of a
nutrient. Based on the Institute of Medicine's review of the
scientific literature regarding dietary micronutrients,
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recommendations have been formulated regarding
vitamins A and K, iron, iodine, chromium, copper,
manganese, molybdenum, zinc, and other potentially
beneficial trace elements such as boron to determine the
roles, if any, they play in health. The book also: Reviews
selected components of food that may influence the
bioavailability of these compounds. Develops estimates
of dietary intake of these compounds that are compatible
with good nutrition throughout the life span and that may
decrease risk of chronic disease where data indicate they
play a role. Determines Tolerable Upper Intake levels for
each nutrient reviewed where adequate scientific data are
available in specific population subgroups. Identifies
research needed to improve knowledge of the role of
these micronutrients in human health. This book will be
important to professionals in nutrition research and
education.
School teacher Marceline Bellini gave up
everything—men, sex, anything resembling a social
life—to raise her young daughter. To be the perfect
parent. But when she attends an engagement party in her
standard stick-in-the-mud mode, her friends begin plying
Marcy with shots. Just enough to convince her that a little
fun doesn't sound like a bad idea... and having some
naughty fun is an even better one. Like finding herself
deliciously pressed against a dark alley wall by the very
familiar and very hot body of her best friend's older
brother. After years of waiting in painful silence, police
officer Aaron Robinson finally has Marcy's attention. And
man, does he have it. But nothing could have prepared
either of them for the rush of fiery lust between them. So
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he'll just have to convince Marcy he's for real. And that a
rainy, lust-fuelled romp is the first step to a lifetime of
completely imperfect happiness... Each book in the Out
of Uniform series is STANDALONE: * In Bed with Mr.
Wrong * His to Keep * Falling for His Best Friend * His
Lover to Protect * His to Take
Three sizzling-hot stories from New York Times
bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Heat of the Moment For
almost a year Shelby has lusted over swoon-worthy
Garrett, but she can’t figure out why he’s not
interested…until she overhears him saying she’s too
vanilla for his taste. When a heat wave sends the sexy
Navy SEAL into her bakery, she finally has the
opportunity to show him exactly what he’s missing… Heat
of Passion Holly has too much on her plate to think about
a serious relationship. A hot fling with a SEAL, though, is
the perfect way to take the edge off. The last thing she
expects is to run into her gorgeous one-night stand
weeks later, and to discover that Carson wants the one
thing she doesn’t: more. In the face of his methodical
seduction, her resistance is crumbling… Heat of the
Storm Will has waited fifteen years for the storm that
sends Mackenzie into his arms. He’s the one man not
scared of her psychic gift, and their one night of passion
is enough to convince this tenacious SEAL that they are
much, much more than friends. Now he just has to
convince her of that…
For many researchers, Python is a first-class tool mainly
because of its libraries for storing, manipulating, and
gaining insight from data. Several resources exist for
individual pieces of this data science stack, but only with
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the Python Data Science Handbook do you get them
all—IPython, NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scikit-Learn,
and other related tools. Working scientists and data
crunchers familiar with reading and writing Python code
will find this comprehensive desk reference ideal for
tackling day-to-day issues: manipulating, transforming,
and cleaning data; visualizing different types of data; and
using data to build statistical or machine learning models.
Quite simply, this is the must-have reference for scientific
computing in Python. With this handbook, you’ll learn how
to use: IPython and Jupyter: provide computational
environments for data scientists using Python NumPy:
includes the ndarray for efficient storage and
manipulation of dense data arrays in Python Pandas:
features the DataFrame for efficient storage and
manipulation of labeled/columnar data in Python
Matplotlib: includes capabilities for a flexible range of
data visualizations in Python Scikit-Learn: for efficient and
clean Python implementations of the most important and
established machine learning algorithms
Cooking for Geeks
Men Out of Uniform
Murder on the Orient Express
Off Base
Hotter Than Ever

[Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois
Romance, M/M/F with M/M] On her first
day managing her mother’s Pennsylvania
yarn store, Molly Potter finds herself
caught in the middle of a blizzard with no
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supplies or way to get home. Before she
can panic, UPS driver Ryan Carmichael
arrives to play the hero by delivering her
to the safety of the house he shares with
his lover, Jake Grove. As the storm rages
beyond the walls of the Grove Mansion,
inside the three find their attraction to
one another sparks a bonfire that heats
up the entire house. When the men tell
her of Ryan’s trouble with the
government, Molly finds herself in a
position to help. Will she? Or will she
walk away when the roads open? ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
The #1 New York Times bestselling
sequel to Words of Radiance, from epic
fantasy author Brandon Sanderson at the
top of his game. In Oathbringer, the third
volume of the New York Times
bestselling Stormlight Archive, humanity
faces a new Desolation with the return of
the Voidbringers, a foe with numbers as
great as their thirst for vengeance.
Dalinar Kholin’s Alethi armies won a
fleeting victory at a terrible cost: The
enemy Parshendi summoned the violent
Everstorm, which now sweeps the world
with destruction, and in its passing
awakens the once peaceful and
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subservient parshmen to the horror of
their millennia-long enslavement by
humans. While on a desperate flight to
warn his family of the threat, Kaladin
Stormblessed must come to grips with
the fact that the newly kindled anger of
the parshmen may be wholly justified.
Nestled in the mountains high above the
storms, in the tower city of Urithiru,
Shallan Davar investigates the wonders
of the ancient stronghold of the Knights
Radiant and unearths dark secrets
lurking in its depths. And Dalinar
realizes that his holy mission to unite his
homeland of Alethkar was too narrow in
scope. Unless all the nations of Roshar
can put aside Dalinar’s blood-soaked past
and stand together—and unless Dalinar
himself can confront that past—even the
restoration of the Knights Radiant will
not prevent the end of civilization. Other
Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The
Cosmere The Stormlight Archive The
Way of Kings Words of Radiance
Edgedancer (Novella) Oathbringer The
Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final
Empire The Well of Ascension The Hero
of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self Bands
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of Mourning Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere novels
Elantris Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the
Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The
Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens
The Dark Talent The Rithmatist series
The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon
Sanderson The Reckoners Steelheart
Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
He wasn’t looking for love . . . Two years
after the death of his wife, Sergeant
Blake Kline is still hurting. He isn’t ready
to date, but whenever he stops by his
local diner and sees the friendly smile of
his favorite waitress, he feels a spark of
true happiness again. And when her life
is unexpectedly threatened, Blake
discovers his feelings for her might not
be as platonic as he thought. She was
holding out for the hero of her dreams . .
. Bookworm Hannah York has always
been a hopeless romantic—preferring
book boyfriends to blind dates—and she’s
been day-dreaming about Blake since the
moment he came into her diner. She’s
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convinced they’ll never be more than
friends . . . until Blake kisses her and
“weak in the knees” becomes more than
just a line from her favorite romance
novel. The closer Blake and Hannah get,
however, the harder he fights to keep her
at a distance. But forever has a way of
sneaking up on you . . . When their
blossoming relationship takes a
complicated turn, Blake will have to face
his past . . . or risk losing Hannah
forever.
Persuasion is a novel written by a famous
British writer Jane Austen. It is a story
about the life of Anne Elliot, a middle
daughter of baronet Sir Walter, a
spender and bluffer. Due to these
features of his character, he found
himself in a difficult financial position.
He has to rent a family estate Kellynch
Hall in order to pay his debts.
Meanwhile, his most smart and
considerate daughter Anne goes to
Uppercross to look after a sick sister. In
the days of her youth she was mutually in
love with Frederick Wentworth, but
because of a fear of a poor marriage,
“reasons of conscience” and on the
insistence of a “family friend” Lady
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Russel Anne stopped her relationship
with him. But now after eight years,
some incredible coincidence happens.
The family that rents Kellynch Hall is
related to Frederick Wentworth. Is the
old-time love still alive in the hearts of
Anne and Frederick?
Hot & Bothered
Soul Possession (Novella)
White Hot
Hot and Heavy
A Bestselling Male/Male Military
Romance
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A TODAY
Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A New
York Times Notable Book, and Chosen by
Oprah Daily, Time, NPR, The Washington Post
and Barack Obama as a Best Book of the Year
“Wise and wildly entertaining . . . permeated
with light, wit, youth.” —The New York Times
Book Review “A classic that we will read for
years to come.” —Jenna Bush Hager, Read
with Jenna book club “A real joyride . . .
elegantly constructed and compulsively
readable.” – NPR The bestselling author of A
Gentleman in Moscow and Rules of Civility
and master of absorbing, sophisticated fiction
returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set
in 1950s America In June, 1954, eighteen-yearPage 14/31
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old Emmett Watson is driven home to
Nebraska by the warden of the juvenile work
farm where he has just served fifteen months
for involuntary manslaughter. His mother long
gone, his father recently deceased, and the
family farm foreclosed upon by the bank,
Emmett's intention is to pick up his eight-yearold brother, Billy, and head to California where
they can start their lives anew. But when the
warden drives away, Emmett discovers that
two friends from the work farm have hidden
themselves in the trunk of the warden's car.
Together, they have hatched an altogether
different plan for Emmett's future, one that
will take them all on a fateful journey in the
opposite direction—to the City of New York.
Spanning just ten days and told from multiple
points of view, Towles's third novel will satisfy
fans of his multi-layered literary styling while
providing them an array of new and richly
imagined settings, characters, and themes.
Nina Bruhns, multi-award-winning author of
White Hot, returns with another sexy,
adrenaline-pumping thrill ride that will keep
you on the edge of your seat… Dashing and
devilish Major Kiptyn Llowell is the opposite of
reasonable. But when his top secret mission
on exotic Hainan Island, China, goes belly up,
Kip throws himself on the mercy of the
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eminently sensible (and irresistibly sexy)
DeAnne Lovejoy to hitch a ride to his
rendezvous point. But he gets far more than
he bargained for… As an officer of the U.S
Department of State, DeAnne helps American
citizens in need of aid on foreign soil. Yet,
when DeAnne sets eyes on Kip’s impressive
body, she’s the one who needs
rescuing—from her own X-rated thoughts! But
before Kip and DeAnne even get the chance
to flirt, an enemy platoon storms in, guns
blazing. Covers blown and running for their
lives, the pair must complete Kip’s mission
together. Amidst escalating feelings, they just
hope to survive long enough to enjoy this wild
ride to a loving future…
Three is most definitely not a crowd... Claire
McKinley has just experienced every bride's
nightmare: the groom is a no-show, and now
she must face five hundred guests alone.
Furious and humiliated, she seeks help from
the most unlikely candidate-her almostbrother-in-law, who promptly whisks her away
to his apartment in San Diego, where she can
recover her pride in peace and quiet. Dylan
Wade is no fan of Claire's, but he can't ignore
the jilted bride in her time of need. Bringing
her home seems like a good idea-until he
remembers his new roommate. Dylan's
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relationship with Aidan Rhodes
is...complicated. And with Claire thrown into
the mix, life becomes even
more...complicated. Claire is blindsided by her
attraction not only to Dylan, but also to Aidan,
a man she's just met. Soon they're caught up
in an all-consuming sexual storm they can't
fight even if they wanted to. But when their
hearts get involved, Claire wonders if it can
last, or if she's just setting herself up for more
heartache. Warning: This book is very dirty.
Ménage a trois and man-on-man dirty.
Graphic language and explicit sex dirty.
Basically? Dirty. You've been warned.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • “A moving
experience . . . a powerful cautionary
tale.”—Whitley Strieber He was a survivor—a
wanderer who traded tales for food and
shelter in the dark and savage aftermath of a
devastating war. Fate touches him one chill
winter’s day when he borrows the jacket of a
long-dead postal worker to protect himself
from the cold. The old, worn uniform still has
power as a symbol of hope, and with it he
begins to weave his greatest tale, of a nation
on the road to recovery. This is the story of a
lie that became the most powerful kind of
truth. A timeless novel as urgently compelling
as War Day or Alas, Babylon, David Brin’s The
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Postman is the dramatically moving saga of a
man who rekindled the spirit of America
through the power of a dream, from a modern
master of science fiction. “The Postman will
keep you engrossed until you’ve finished the
last page.”—Chicago Tribune
In Bed with Mr. Wrong
The Lincoln Highway
Hero of Mine
Holding Out for a Hero
Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition
Three sizzling-hot stories from New York
Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Heat
It Up One minute broody SEAL Becker is
responding hell no to a pesky reporter’s
interview request. The next, he’s trapped in
an elevator and calming Jane’s confinedspace panic attack—with a kiss. Once he
caves in to the fierce, unexpected need,
there’s no turning back. Beck’s not looking
for long-term, but a fling with a redhead with
a brutally honest mouth and a body made for
sin? Abso-effing-lutely… Heat of the Night
When her long-time fiancé breaks off their
engagement, Annabelle sets out to prove
she’s not a prude. Only problem is, her list of
sexual fantasies winds up in the wrong hands,
and now she’s got a sinfully sexy SEAL
offering to help check off every last wild and
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wicked item. Resisting Ryan is futile, but
protecting her heart? It’s necessary… The
Heat is On Matt thinks he’s a bad boy…until
he finds himself face down on the floor during
a bank robbery, arguing with a sexy blonde
who wields her sharp tongue with surgical
precision. Savannah eagerly follows the
adrenaline rush she feels with Matt to the
nearest bed, but when tangled sheets begin
to feel like tangled heartstrings, commitmentshy Savannah’s first instinct is to cut him
loose. Problem is, Matt’s not going
anywhere…
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the
science and technology-minded cook in mind,
providing the science behind cooking, the
physiology of taste, and the techniques of
molecular gastronomy.
In this searingly sexy anthology, #1 New
York Times bestselling authors Sylvia Day,
Maya Banks, and national bestselling author
Karin Tabke present three stories of men in
uniform—unzipped. They may enforce the
rules, but when men in uniform are off duty
and under the covers, they're experts at
breaking them. After all, the hottest thing
about a man in uniform is imagining him out
of it... In Maya Banks’s “Soul Possession,”
Jessie spends a hot night with two sexy-as-sin
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detectives, only to be accused of murder the
very next day. But when Jessie becomes the
target of a serial killer, her two detectives
will risk everything to have her back in their
arms—and in their bed... It’s time for
protected witness Layla Creed to come out of
hiding and take the stand in “Taking the
Heat” by Sylvia Day. Layla has only three
days to reconnect with federal marshal Brian
Simmons—and slake the white-hot lust that
has simmered between them for years...
Karin Tabke’s “Wanted” follows the X-rated
exploits of bad-boy cop Colin Daniels and the
soon-to-be-ex-wife of a mob boss. He’s been
hired to guard her body, but it drives him to
distraction instead, putting his career—and
his life—on the line...
In tight quarters, anything can happen...
Fresh off a six-month deployment, Navy SEAL
Cash McCoy is determined to end his celibacy
streak with a night of down and dirty sex.
Instead, he gets an interrupted hook-up with
a hot blonde who vanishes without a way for
him to contact her. When he's asked to keep
an eye on-and hands off-his CO's sister for a
few weeks to guard her from a psycho-stalker
ex, Cash accepts the assignment as a
distraction...and gets the surprise of his life.
Jen Scott knows she needs protection, but
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she's not looking forward to being babysat by
some straight-laced yes-man her
overprotective brother can boss around.
Finding out her new roomie is none other
than the sexy stranger who was seconds away
from shaking her world apart changes
everything. Orders be damned, Cash is the
one man capable of helping her explore her
sexuality, and she's even willing to break her
own rule-never date military men-to get the
gorgeous SEAL into her bed. Only, Cash
makes it clear he wants much more than she
bargained for. Not just her body, but the one
thing Jen promised herself she'd never give to
a man in uniform. Her heart. Warning: Sexy
SEAL? Check. Sassy heroine determined to
seduce him? Check. Scorching hot sex bound
to make you blush? Double check. A
threesome and some man-on-man action?
Triple check. You've been warned.
Night
Taking the Heat
His to Keep
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Indian Horse
A brilliant satire of mass culture and the numbing
effects of technology, White Noise tells the story of
Jack Gladney, a teacher of Hitler studies at a liberal
arts college in Middle America. Jack and his fourth
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wife, Babette, bound by their love, fear of death, and
four ultramodern offspring, navigate the rocky
passages of family life to the background babble of
brand-name consumerism. Then a lethal black
chemical cloud, unleashed by an industrial accident,
floats over there lives, an "airborne toxic event" that
is a more urgent and visible version of the white
noise engulfing the Gladneys̶the radio
transmissions, sirens, microwaves, and TV
murmurings that constitute the music of American
magic and dread.
When a SEAL goes after your heart, don't put up a
fight. They don't like to lose.... Three hot titles of
fierce, unexpected needs, sexual fantasies, and bad
boys. Warning: Contains dangerously hot Navy
SEALS that give the phrase "going commando"
whole new meaning.
A First Nations former hockey star looks back on his
life as he undergoes treatment for alcoholism in this
novel from the author of Dream Wheels. Saul Indian
Horse is a child when his family retreats into the
woods. Among the lakes and the cedars, they
attempt to reconnect with half-forgotten traditions
and hide from the authorities who have been
kidnapping Ojibway youth. But when winter
approaches, Saul loses everything: his brother, his
parents, his beloved grandmother̶and then his
home itself. Alone in the world and placed in a
horrific boarding school, Saul is surrounded by
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violence and cruelty. At the urging of a priest, he
finds a tentative salvation in hockey. Rising at dawn
to practice alone, Saul proves determined and
undeniably gifted. His intuition and vision are
unmatched. His speed is remarkable. Together they
open doors for him: away from the school, into an allOjibway amateur circuit, and finally within grasp of a
professional career. Yet as Saulʼs victories mount,
so do the indignities and the taunts, the racism and
the hatred̶the harshness of a world that will never
welcome him, tied inexorably to the sport he loves.
Spare and compact yet undeniably rich, Indian
Horse is at once a heartbreaking account of a dark
chapter in our history and a moving coming-of-age
story. “Shocking and alien, valuable and true… A
master of empathy.”̶Jane Smiley, Pulitzer
Prize‒winning author of Golden Age “A severe yet
beautiful novel…. Indian Horse finds the granite
solidity of Wagameseʼs prose polished to a lustrous
sheen; brisk, brief, sharp chapters propel the reader
forward.”̶Donna Bailey Nurse, National Post
(Toronto)
Men Out of UniformThree Novellas of Erotic
SurrenderPenguin
Accidental Gods
The Men in Uniform Series
On Men Unwittingly Turned Divine
The Postman
Brianne Nave is never doing a favor for her friends again. When
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they begged her to go on a blind date, she didn't expect someone so
perfectly gorgeous. She's a mousy librarian—totally not in this man's
league. And judging by his odd reaction when she opens the door,
he knows it, too. Air Force Pararescuer Ryan Flannery avoids his
hometown at all costs. He's not thrilled about the date until he's
shocked silent by the prickly little librarian's sweet curves and
kissable lips...and her smart mouth. But then an argument leads to a
kiss that spirals out of control. How can two people have so little
chemistry outside the bedroom when they fit together so perfectly in
it? When their friends strand them in a cabin to "work things out,"
Bri's not sure whether to kill him or put the industrial-sized box of
condoms they find to use. Bottom line—Ryan's career military and
hates the tiny town she loves. He'll leave, just like everyone else in
her life. And if she's foolish enough to give him her heart, he'll take
it with him. Each book in the Out of Uniform series is
STANDALONE: * In Bed with Mr. Wrong * His to Keep * Falling
for His Best Friend * His Lover to Protect * His to Take
The men of Alpha Dog, a second chance program for at-risk teens,
work hard and play hard. And when it comes to protecting the
women they love . . . nothing stands in their way. Danielle Hill used
to live on the wild side, until a surprise pregnancy forced her to get
her act together. Now her whole life revolves around her young son,
and she will do anything to keep Noah’s heart protected, even if it
means avoiding the Marine who makes her want to be oh so bad . . .
Tyler Best loves his family, his friends, and his life, and he plans on
living it to the fullest after nearly losing it. But Tyler didn’t bank on
running into a beautiful blond with blazing green eyes and temper
to match his. Tyler always thought he wasn’t ready to settle down,
but Dani and Noah make him rethink his playboy ways . . . Only
just as these two start to build something, a shadow from Dani’s
past comes back to haunt them. But Tyler will do anything to keep
her and Noah safe . . . anything.
New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks walks the sizzling
knife-edge between danger and desire as one woman with a killer in
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her shadow finds protective rapture with the two men with a need to
save her... The hottest thing about a man in uniform is imagining
him out of it. For gorgeous Jessie Callahan this was all part of the
ritual—a flirty little game indulged in with the two sexy-as-sin
detectives she always saw at the same bar with the same naughty
little glint in their eyes. Then one night, the game changed. Rick
and Tru took it one step further and made a tantalizing proposition.
To their surprise, Jessie said yes. To both of them. It was a night of
total abandon none of them would ever forget. But with it, a risk
none of them could have imagined. Because when Jessie suddenly
becomes the target of a serial killer, the game changes once again.
And Jessie’s two detectives will risk everything to have her back in
their arms—and in their bed... Includes a preview of Fever Soul
Possession previously appeared in Men Out of Uniform
Now in its third edition, this classic book is widely considered the
leading text on Bayesian methods, lauded for its accessible,
practical approach to analyzing data and solving research problems.
Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition continues to take an applied
approach to analysis using up-to-date Bayesian methods. The
authors—all leaders in the statistics community—introduce basic
concepts from a data-analytic perspective before presenting
advanced methods. Throughout the text, numerous worked
examples drawn from real applications and research emphasize the
use of Bayesian inference in practice. New to the Third Edition
Four new chapters on nonparametric modeling Coverage of weakly
informative priors and boundary-avoiding priors Updated
discussion of cross-validation and predictive information criteria
Improved convergence monitoring and effective sample size
calculations for iterative simulation Presentations of Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo, variational Bayes, and expectation propagation New
and revised software code The book can be used in three different
ways. For undergraduate students, it introduces Bayesian inference
starting from first principles. For graduate students, the text presents
effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and computation
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in statistics and related fields. For researchers, it provides an
assortment of Bayesian methods in applied statistics. Additional
materials, including data sets used in the examples, solutions to
selected exercises, and software instructions, are available on the
book’s web page.
The Book Thief
Real Science, Great Hacks, and Good Food
PERSUASION
Getting Hotter
All Quiet on the Western Front

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct
provides an up-to-date resource for information
on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in
all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in
solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary
actions, disqualification issues, sanctions
questions and much more. In this volume, blackletter Rules of Professional Conduct are followed
by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's
purpose and provide suggestions for its
practical application. The Rules will help you
identify proper conduct in a variety of given
situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define the
nature of the relationship between you and your
clients, colleagues and the courts.
Considered by many the greatest war novel of all
time, All Quiet on the Western Front is Erich
Maria Remarque’s masterpiece of the German
experience during World War I. I am young, I am
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twenty years old; yet I know nothing of life but
despair, death, fear, and fatuous superficiality
cast over an abyss of sorrow. . . . This is the
testament of Paul Bäumer, who enlists with his
classmates in the German army during World
War I. They become soldiers with youthful
enthusiasm. But the world of duty, culture, and
progress they had been taught breaks in pieces
under the first bombardment in the trenches.
Through years of vivid horror, Paul holds fast to
a single vow: to fight against the principle of
hate that meaninglessly pits young men of the
same generation but different uniforms against
one another . . . if only he can come out of the
war alive. “The world has a great writer in Erich
Maria Remarque. He is a craftsman of
unquestionably first rank, a man who can bend
language to his will. Whether he writes of men or
of inanimate nature, his touch is sensitive, firm,
and sure.”—The New York Times Book Review
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK • Ghana,
eighteenth century: two half sisters are born into
different villages, each unaware of the other. One
will marry an Englishman and lead a life of
comfort in the palatial rooms of the Cape Coast
Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her
village, imprisoned in the very same castle, and
sold into slavery. One of Oprah’s Best Books of
the Year and a PEN/Hemingway award winner,
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Homegoing follows the parallel paths of these
sisters and their descendants through eight
generations: from the Gold Coast to the
plantations of Mississippi, from the American
Civil War to Jazz Age Harlem. Yaa Gyasi’s
extraordinary novel illuminates slavery’s
troubled legacy both for those who were taken
and those who stayed—and shows how the
memory of captivity has been inscribed on the
soul of our nation.
Franz Kafka, the author has very nicely narrated
the story of Gregou Samsa who wakes up one
day to discover that he has metamorphosed into
a bug. The book concerns itself with the themes
of alienation and existentialism. The author has
written many important stories, including ‘The
Judgement’, and much of his novels ‘Amerika’,
‘The Castle’, ‘The Hunger Artist’. Many of his
stories were published during his lifetime but
many were not. Over the course of the 1920s and
30s Kafka’s works were published and
translated instantly becoming landmarks of
twentieth-century literature. Ironically, the story
ends on an optimistic note, as the family puts
itself back together. The style of the book
epitomizes Kafka’s writing. Kafka very
interestingly, used to present an impossible
situation, such as a man’s transformation into
an insect, and develop the story from there with
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perfect realism and intense attention to detail.
The Metamorphosis is an autobiographical piece
of writing, and we find that parts of the story
reflect Kafka’s own life.
Metamorphosis
Chances Are . . .
Hot & Heavy
Oathbringer
White Noise
When she finds a stowaway on her cargo ship,
Captain Samantha Richardson refuses to let U.S.
Navy Lieutenant Commander Clint Walker, who is
on the run from Chinese operatives, stand in the
way of her career until she decides to indulge in a
dangerous, one-time indiscretion. Original. 50,000
first printing.
[Russo s] first novel in ten years hits the ball out
of the park. . . . You ll lap up this gripping, wise,
and wonderful summer treat. ̶The Boston
Globe A cascade of charm. . . . Russo is an
undeniably endearing writer, and chances are this
story will draw you back to the most consequential
moments in your own life. ̶The Washington Post
One beautiful September day, three men in their
late sixties convene on Martha's Vineyard, friends
ever since meeting in college in the sixties. They
couldn't have been more different then, or even
today̶Lincoln's a commercial real estate broker,
Teddy a tiny-press publisher, and Mickey is a
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musician beyond his rockin' age. But each man
holds his own secrets, in addition to the
monumental mystery that none of them has ever
stopped puzzling over since a Memorial Day
weekend right here on the Vineyard in 1971. Now,
forty-five years later, three lives and that of a
significant other are put on displaywhile the distant
past confounds the present ina relentless squall of
surprise and discovery. Shot through with Russo's
trademark comedy and humanity, Chances Are . . .
introduces a new level of suspense and menace
that will quicken the reader's heartbeat throughout
this absorbing saga.
"They may enforce the rules, but when men in
uniform are off duty and under the covers, they're
experts at breaking them. In this searingly sexy
anthology, popular authors Maya Banks, Sylvia Day,
and Karin Tabke present men in
uniform--unzipped... In Maya Banks's Soul
Possession, Jessie spends a hot night with two sexyas-sin detectives, only to be accused of murder the
very next day. But when Jessie becomes the target
of a serial killer, her two detectives will risk
everything to have her back in their arms--and in
their bed... It's time for protected witness Layla
Creed to come out of hiding and take the stand in
Taking the Heat by Sylvia Day. Layla has only three
days to reconnect with federal marshal Brian
Simmons--and slake the white-hot lust that has
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simmered between them for years... Karin Tabke's
Wanted follows the X-rated exploits of bad-boy cop
Colin Daniels and the soon-to-be-ex-wife of a mob
boss. He's been hired to guard her body, but it
drives him to distraction instead, putting his
career--and his life--on the line.."-A New Translation From The French By Marion
Wiesel Born in Sighet, Transylvania, Elie Wiesel was
a teenager when he and his family were taken from
their home in 1944 and deported to the Auschwitz
concentration camp, and then to Buchenwald.
Night is the terrifying record of Elie Wiesel's
memories of the death of his family, the death of
his own innocence, and his despair as a deeply
observant Jew confronting the absolute evil of
man. This new translation by his wife and most
frequent translator, Marion Wiesel, corrects
important details and presents the most accurate
rendering in English of Elie Wiesel's seminal work.
A novel
Blue Forever
Book Three of the Stormlight Archive
A Men in Uniform Novel
Homegoing
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